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Abstract 

The open nature of the wireless medium leaves it susceptible to deliberate intrusion attacks, 

typically referred to as blocking. This deliberate intrusion with wireless transmissions can be 

used as a springboard for mounting Denial-of-Service attacks on wireless networks. 

Typically, blocking has been addressed under an external threat model. However, antagonists 

with internal information of etiquette specifications and network secrets can commence low-

effort blocking attacks that are complicated to perceive and oppose. In this work, we address 

the problem of choosy blocking attacks in wireless networks. In these attacks, the antagonist 

is active only for a short period of time, choosey targeting messages of high consequence. We 

demonstrate the advantages of choosy blocking in terms of network performance degradation 

and antagonist effort. We show that choosy blocking attacks can be launched by performing 

real-time packet categorization at the physical layer. To mitigate these attacks, we develop 

three schemes that prevent real-time packet classification by combining cryptographic 

primitives with physical-layer attributes. We examine the security of our methods and assess 

their computational and communication overhead. 

 

Index Terms: Choosy Blocking, Denial-of-Service, Wireless Networks, Packet Classification. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless networks rely on the continuous accessibility of the wireless intermediate to 

interconnect participating nodes. However, the open nature of this medium leaves it susceptible 

to multiple security threats. Anyone with a transceiver can listen in on wireless transmissions, 

insert counterfeit messages, or jam justifiable ones. While eavesdropping and message injection 

can be prevented using cryptographic methods, blocking attacks are much harder to counter. 

 

Typically, blocking attacks have been considered under an external threat model, in which the 

jammer is not part of the network. Under this model, blocking strategies include the continuous 

or random transmission of high power interference signals [1]. However, adopting an ―always-

on‖ strategy has more than a few disadvantages. First, the antagonist has to expend a significant 
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amount of energy to jam frequency bands of interest. Second, the continuous occurrence of 

unusually high interference levels makes this type of attacks easy to detect [2]. 

Conventional anti-blocking techniques rely extensively on spread-spectrum (SS) 

communications [1], or some form of blocking evasion (e.g., slow frequency hopping, or spatial 

retreats [2]). SS techniques provide bit-level protection by spreading bits according to a 

clandestine pseudo-noise (PN) code, known only to the communicating parties. These methods 

can only protect wireless transmissions under the external threat model. Potential revelation of 

secrets due to node concession neutralizes the gains of SS. Transmit communications are 

particularly susceptible under an internal threat model because all anticipated receivers must be 

conscious of the secrets used to defend transmissions. Hence, the concession of a single receiver 

is sufficient to reveal relevant cryptographic information. 

 

In this paper, we address the problem of blocking under an internal threat model. We consider a 

sophisticated antagonist who is aware of network secrets and the implementation details of 

network etiquettes at any layer in the network stack. The antagonist exploits his internal 

knowledge for launching choosy blocking attacks in which specific messages of ―high 

importance‖ are targeted. For example, a jammer can aim route-request/route-reply messages at 

the routing layer to thwart route discovery, or target TCP acknowledgments in a TCP session to 

severely degrade the throughput of an end-to-end flow. 

 

To launch choosy blocking attacks, the antagonist must be capable of implementing a ―classify-

then-jam‖ approach before the completion of a wireless transmission. Such strategy can be 

actualized either by classifying transmitted packets using etiquette semantics [3], [4], or by 

decoding packets on the fly [5]. In the latter method, the jammer may decode the first few bits of 

a packet for recovering useful packet identifiers such as packet type, source and destination 

address. After classification, the antagonist must induce a sufficient number of bit errors so that 

the packet cannot be recovered at the receiver. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Blocking attacks on voice communications have been launched since the 1940s [1]. In the 

context of digital communications, the blocking problem has been addressed under various threat 

models. We present a classification based on the choosy nature of the antagonist. 

 

In [4], Thuente studied the impact of an external choosy jammer who targets various control 

packets at the MAC layer. To perform packet classification, the antagonist exploits inter-packet 

timing information to infer eminent packet transmissions. 

 

In [3], Brown et al. illustrated the feasibility of choosy blocking based on etiquette semantics. 

They considered several packet identifiers for encrypted packets such as packet size, precise 

timing information of different etiquettes, and physical signal sensing. To prevent selectivity, the 

unification of packet characteristics such as the minimum length and inter-packet timing was 

proposed. 

 

The antagonist was assumed to target control messages at different layers of the network stack. 

To mitigate smart blocking, the authors proposed the SPREAD system, which is based on the 

idea of stochastic selection between collections of parallel etiquettes at each layer. The 
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uncertainty introduced by this stochastic selection, mitigated the choosy ability of the jammer. 

Greenstein et al. presented an 802.11-like wireless etiquette called Slyfi that prevents the 

classification of packets by external observers. 

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1. Sender and Receiver communicate via a wireless link. 

Within the communication range of both A and B there is a blocking node Jammer. When A 

transmits a packet m to B, node Jammer classifies m by receiving only the first few bytes of m. 

Jammer then corrupts m beyond recovery by interfering with its reception at B. We address the 

problem of preventing the blocking node from classifying m in real time, thus mitigating 

Jammer’s ability to perform choosy blocking. Our goal is to transform a choosy jammer to a 

random one. Note that in the present work, we do not address packet classification methods 

based on etiquette semantics. 

 

 
Fig-1: Communication between sender & receiver 

 

4. REAL TIME PACKET CLASSIFICATION 

In this section, we describe how the antagonist can classify packets in real time, before the 

packet transmission is completed. Once a packet is classified, the antagonist may choose to jam 

it depending on his strategy. 

Consider the generic communication system depicted in Fig. 2. At the PHY layer, a packet m is 

encoded, interleaved, and modulated before it is transmitted over the wireless channel. At the 

receiver, the signal is demodulated, deinterleaved, and decoded, to recover the original packet m. 

 

There are a number of network services that have need of packet classification, such as routing, 

access control in firewalls; policy- based routing, condition of differentiated behaviour of 

service, and traffic billing. In each case, it is necessary to establish which flow an incoming 

packet belongs to so as to institute — for example — whether to promote or filter it, where to 

promote it to, what class of service it should obtain, or how much should be charged for 

transporting it. The classification function is performed by a flow classifier (also called a packet 

classifier) which maintains a set of rules, where each flow obeys at least one rule. The rules 
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classify which flow a packet belongs to based on the contents of the packet header(s). For 

example, a flow could be distinct by particular standards of source and destination IP addresses, 

and by particular transport port numbers. Or a flow could be basically defined by a destination 

prefix and a range of port values. A number of dissimilar types of rules are used in practice. This 

paper describes a method for fast packet classification based on an almost arbitrary set of rules. 

Here it focuses only on the problem of identifying the class to which a packet belongs.  

 

The mainly well-known form of packet classification is used to route IP data grams. In this case, 

all the packets intended to the set of addresses described by an ordinary prefix may be considered 

to be part of the same flow. Upon arrival to a router, the header of each packet is examined to 

decide the Network-layer destination address, which identifies the flow to which the packet 

belongs. Until newly, longest-prefix corresponding for routing lookups could not be done at high 

speeds. Now that several fast steering lookup algorithms have been developed awareness has 

turned to the more common problem of packet classification. 

 

 
Fig-2: Real time classification 

 

5. HIDING BASED ON COMMITMENT 

SHCS is based on symmetric cryptography. Sender constructs commit message and transforms 

along with original information. A key is randomly selected; the length of key is a security 

parameter. Upon reception of message, any receiver computes using the key. In the SHCS 

message is modulated in the last few bits. To recover message any receiver must receive and 

decode the last symbols of the transmitted packet, thus preventing early disclosure of message. 

 

Commitment schemes are cryptographic primitives that allow an entity A, to commit to a value 

m, to an entity V while keeping m hidden. 

 

In our context, the role of the committer is assumed by the transmitting node S. The role of the 

verifier is assumed by any receiver R, including the jammer J. The committed value m is the 

packet that S wants to communicate to R. To transmit m, the sender computes the corresponding 

commitment/decommitment pair (C, d), and broadcasts C. The hiding property ensures that m is 

not revealed during the transmission of C. To reveal m, the sender releases the decommitment 

value d, in which case m is obtained by all receivers, including J. 
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6. HIDING BASED ON CRYPTOGRAPHIC PUZZLE 

The main idea of puzzle hiding is to make the receiver to solve the puzzle with predefined set of 

computation before the receiver gets the encrypted message. The receiver can solve the puzzle 

only when he receives full encrypted message. 

 

Computationally limited receivers can incur significant delay and energy consumption when 

dealing with modulo arithmetic. In this case, CPHS can be implemented from cryptographic 

puzzles which employ computationally efficient cryptographic primitives. Client puzzles use 

one-way hash functions with partially disclosed inputs to force puzzle solvers search through a 

space of a precisely controlled size. In our context, the sender picks a random key k with k = 

k1||k2. 

 

7. HIDING BASED ON ALL-OR-NOTHING TRANSFORMATION 

The packets are pre-processed by an AONT before transmission but remain unencrypted. Here 

the original information is combined with the mapping message and a sequence of pseudo 

messages is generated. The jammer cannot perform packet classification until all pseudo-

messages corresponding to the original packet have been received and the inverse transformation 

has been applied. When a plaintext is pre-processed by an AONT before encryption, all cipher 

text blocks must be received to obtain any part of the plaintext. 

All-Or-Nothing Transformations (AONT) that introduces a modest communication and 

computation overhead. Such transformations were originally proposed by Rivest to slow down 

brute force attacks against block encryption algorithms [6]. An AONT serves as a publicly 

known and completely invertible pre-processing step to a plaintext before it is passed to an 

ordinary block encryption algorithm. A transformation f, mapping message m = {m1,…..,mx} to 

a sequence of pseudo-messages m′ = {m′1,…,m′x′}, is an AONT if [6]: (a) f is a bijection, (b) it 

is computationally infeasible to obtain any part of the original plaintext, if one of the pseudo-

messages is unknown, and (c) f and its inverse f−1 are efficiently computable. 

In our context, packets are pre-processed by an AONT before transmission but remain 

unencrypted. The jammer cannot perform packet classification until all pseudo-messages 

corresponding to the original packet have been received and the inverse transformation has been 

applied. Packet m is partitioned to a set of x input blocks m = {m1.  . . mx}, which serve as an 

input to an AONT f: {Fu} x → {Fu}x′. Here, Fu denotes the alphabet of blocks mi and x′ 

denotes the number of output pseudo-messages with x′ ≥ x. The set of pseudo-messages m′ = 

{m′1.  . . m′x′} is transmitted over the wireless medium. At the receiver, the inverse 

transformation f−1 is applied after all x′ pseudo-messages are received, in order to recover m. 

 

8. EVALUATION OF HIDING TECHNIQUES 

In the first set of experiments, we studied the impact of packet hiding on the route discovery 

process in an ad-hoc network. We generated a random topology of 54 nodes placed in an area of 

500×400 m2. Nodes discovered routes using the AODV routing etiquette. A total of twenty 

client/server pairs exchanged messages of size 1 KB using the TCP etiquette, at randomly chosen 

starting times. The size of the message exchanged between pairs of nodes was kept small in 

order to avoid skewing of the route discovery performance due to network congestion. 
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In the second set of experiments, we evaluated the performance of TCP in a congested ad-hoc 

network. We considered the same network topology used in the second set of experiments. 

Twenty source/destination pairs simultaneously exchanged 2MB files using TCP. We show the 

effective throughput averaged over all 20 TCP connections. We observe that efficient packet-

hiding techniques such as SHCS and AONT-HS have a relatively small impact on the overall 

throughput. This is because in a congested network, the performance is primarily dependent on 

the queuing delays at the relay nodes. The communication overhead introduced by the 

transmission of the packet hiding parameters is small and hence, does not significantly impact 

the throughput. On the other hand, for CPHS, we observe a performance reduction of 25% − 

30% compared to the case of no packet-hiding. This reduction is attributed to the delay 

introduced by CPHS for the reception of each packet. Note that in the congested network 

scenario, the throughput reduction of CPHS is smaller compared to the non-congested one 

because nodes can take advantage of the queuing delays to solve puzzles. 

 
 

Fig 3: Evaluation for Hiding Performance 

 

Figure 3 shows the performance evaluation result in NS2 for the hiding scheme which were used 

to hide the data in a raw order so that the result produced will be in an increasing manner. 

 

 
Fig 4: Evaluation for Packet Hiding Performance 
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Figure 4 shows the performance evaluation in NS2 for the packet hiding scheme which has been 

using three schemes for hiding the packet from the antagonist. The delivery ratio has been 

decreased when compared to the normal hiding scheme and the delay also decreased in this 

hiding scheme. 

 
 

Fig 5: Evaluation for Puzzle Performance 

 

Figure 5 shows one of the performance evaluation results for the hiding scheme that has been 

used in packet hiding method. The puzzle scheme shows the performance evaluation in very low 

order when compared to the hiding method. 

 

9. CONCLUSION 

We addressed the problem of choosy blocking attacks in wireless networks. We considered an 

internal antagonist model in which the jammer is part of the network under attack, thus being 

conscious of the etiquette specifications and common network secrets. We showed that the 

jammer can categorize transmitted packets in real time by decoding the first few symbols of an 

ongoing transmission. We evaluated the impact of choosy blocking attacks on network etiquettes 

such as TCP and routing. Our findings show that choosy jammers can significantly collision 

performance with very low effort. We developed three schemes that transform a choosy jammer 

to a random one by preventing real-time packet classification. Our schemes combine 

cryptographic primitives such as commitment schemes, cryptographic puzzles, and all-or-

nothing transformations (AONTs) with physical layer characteristics.  
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